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REPORTDocument's Author: Laura Denk/ARRB Date Created: 01/21/97 The Players Description of the Call 

Date: 01/21/97Subject: FOIA Request for records pertaining to FBI appeals of Review Board 

determinationsSummary of the Call: I called Carol this morning to discuss with her options for processing the 

above-referenced FOIA request. I explained that we wanted to expedite the processing of this FOIA request, 

because, even though we will have to refer certain responsive documents to the FBI for processing, we remain 

responsible for defending any agency action taken with respect to those records if the requester chooses to 

pursue the matter through the appeal process and/or into court. She told me that she understands that we 

need for the FBI to process the records quickly. I told Carol that we would first review all responsive records 

created by the Review Board and immediately release those portions that contain only public information. I 

then suggested that, in order to speed things up, we would like to review all responsive records and highlight 

only those portions that we believe are still classified or should still be withheld under the FOIA. We would 

then provide the FBI with these highlighted copies and they could review and hopefully just adopt our 

recommendations.We agreed that we could respond more quickly if people who are familiar with the issues 

on appeal process the documents for the FOIA request. Carol acknowledged that it would not be expedient to 

treat the request through normal FBI FOIA channels. I told her that, if it would help her to process the records 

faster, we could ask the Board to designate these records assassination records.She told me that she would 

have to check with John Collingwood of OPCA and with Kevin OBrien of FOIA. She said she would get back to 

me after she talked to them.
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